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AJAAS Mission and Vision

AJAAS Mission Statement
To nurture queer Latina/o, Chicana/o, and Indigenous individuals and
communities through practices that recognize the importance of linking
art, activism, and scholarship.

AJAAS Vision
A presence of love
Of healing
Of communing among generations
Of solidarity and imagination
Of self-actualization
Where continuous movement of our minds, bodies, and spirits is
encouraged
A world where violence is challenged
Where we voice our pain
Where we heal each other
A world of renewal
A future of abundance
Of transformation
A future where we are autonomous
And free.
We envision a world that affirms Jotería consciousness and that celebrates
multiple pathways for generating knowledge, sharing experiences, and becoming catalysts for social change. We seek to live in a world free of all forms
of ideological, institutional, interpersonal and internalized oppression.
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Welcome
Dear Jotería,
On behalf of the site committee, welcome to the Twin Cities!

Let us begins by acknowledging and honoring Minnesota’s first inhabitants, the Dakota Oyate (Nation), and the
labor of enslaved peoples, and of Black, Brown, Indigenous, working class, and immigrant people upon whose
backs this state was created and is sustained. As we hold this history, we are also honored to host this year’s
conference from a location that gave birth to movements like the American Indian Movement (AIM), Black Live
Matter Minneapolis, and an Immigrant Rights Movement that successfully achieved a Minnesota Dream Act
within the state.
This year’s conference Amor Eterno: Manifesting Generational Love, Queer Sanctuaries, and Radical Solidarities
is organized with the acknowledgment that trans and queer people of color have been at the forefront of our liberation. We draw inspiration from Juan Gabriel’s unapologetic queerness, his creativity, and his diva attitude. He
taught Latinxs, straight and queer alike, to embrace their queer potential. We reference his song “Amor Eterno,”
not as an attempt to romanticize our visions of love, but to engage critically with the possibility of amor sin fronteras. We manifest radical queer love in the way that we build movements, resist power, and love fiercely.
Given the continued attacks on our communities, we invite jotería and allies to join us in weaving webs that
bring forth a love that might extend across generations, harnessing the lessons and life experiences of our ancestors, elders, and youth. We believe in building movements that honor their lucha. The time is now. Let us work to
create queer sanctuaries to collectively build spaces of transformational healing. Let us creatively think about the
ways we use our minds, bodies, and souls to shape these spaces for ourselves and others. We especially welcome
our plenary speakers in leading us to imagine queer sanctuaries as spaces of possibility within and outside of institutional, community, and personal spaces where we honor our multiple identities, embodiments, and politics.
Jotería, welcome! We remember the work that has already been done and know what is still ahead of us, so please
take the time to be excited, share ideas, conocimiento, network, support one another, and walk with us as we
continue our collective efforts into the future. Viva la Jotería!
Bienvenidxs to the Twin Cities,
2016-2017 Conference Site Committee
Irina Barrera
Jessica Lopez Lyman
Joanna Nuñez
José Manuel Santillana
Adrian Castrejon
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Conference Sponsors and Grantors

Esperanza Peace and Justice Center
El Colegio High School
Soul Friday
Minnesota Council on Latino Affairs
Race, Indigenaity, Gender and Sexuality Studies, UMN
LGBT Center for Queer and Trans Life, UMN
College of Liberal Arts, UMN
Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies, UMN
Office for Equity and Diversity, UMN
Immigration Research Center, UMN
Spanish and Portuguese Studies, UMN
Graduate Diversity Office, UMN
American Indian Studies, UMN
Chicano and Latino Studies, UMN
Department of History, UMN
Latinx Faculty and Staff Association, UMN
Sanctuary Research Circle, UMN
Women’s Center, UMN
School of Language, Culture, and Society, OSU Corvallis
Department of Wold Languages and Literature, UNR
Institute for LGBT Studies, University of Arizona
Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, PSU
Latino & Caribbean Studies, Rutgers University
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Special Thanks

The Association for Jotería, Arts, Activism and Scholarship Conference is funded in a large part by registration fees and membership. A special thanks to all
confrence participants and members! Also a special thanks to the local community for space, funds, support and love. Gracias por todo!

Edwin Gonzalez
Emely Sanchez
Jeremy Garza
Karla Padron
Darlene Calderon
Luis Alex Molina

Sara Cronquist
Brittany Anderson
Henry Jimenez

Emilia Gonzalez Avalos

Vanessa Guzman
Sandra Soto
Gabriela Spears-Rico UMN Student Volunteers
Conference Vendors
Karen Ho
Elena Favela
Angela Brandt
Norma Garces
Francisco J. Galarte
Melinda Lee
Liliana Gonzalez
Sally Valor
Naimah Zulmadelle Petigny
Navigate MN
Sheila Petigny
4200 Cedar
DJ QueenDuin
AJAAS Board
Miguel Vargas
Desiré Galvez
Juan Rios
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Conference Schedule Overview
Friday, October 6th
Location: University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, East Bank Campus
Registration all day		
				

Northrop Auditorium, Lindahl Founders Room
84 Church Street Se Minneapolis, MN, 55455

8:00 am – 8:50 am 		
				

AJAAS 101 Facilitated by AJAAS Co-Chairs
Northrop Auditorium, Crosby Seminar Room

9:00 am – 9:30 am
Blessing/Opening Ceremony led by Sheila Petigny
				Northrop Plaza
9:45 am – 11:00 am

Session 1: Concurrent panels/presentations/performances

11:15 am- 12:30 pm
Plenary I: Siempre En Mi Mente: Self-Determination &
				Decolonization in the Midwest
				
Northrop Auditorium, Best Buy Theater
12:45 pm – 1:45 pm

Lunch (on your own)

2:00 pm – 3:15pm

Session 2: Concurrent panels/presentations/performances

3:15 pm – 3:45pm
				

Extended community care break: Yoga/meditation/					
mindfulness space in Northrop Aud., Crosby Seminar Room

3:45 pm – 5:00pm

Session 3: Concurrent panels/presentations/performances

5:30 pm – 7:30 pm
				

Dinner and mixer (comida provided)
Walter Library, Arthur Upson Room

10:00pm – 2:00am
				

Soul Friday Dance Party
Nomad World Pub, 501 Cedar Ave S, Minneapolis, MN
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Saturday, October 7th
Location: El Colegio High School, 4137 Bloomington Avenue South. Minneapolis, MN 55407
Registration all day		

El Colegio Entrance Space

8:45 am & 9:15 am		

Shuttle pick up from Commons Hotel and Days Inn to El Colegio

9:00 am – 9:30 am

Morning Welcome and Tour of El Colegio High School

9:45 am – 11:00 am

Session 4: Concurrent panels/presentations/performances

11:15 am – 12:30 pm

Session 5: Concurrent panels/presentations/performances

12:45pm- 1:45pm

Lunch (comida provided)

2:00pm – 3:15 pm
Plenary II: Abrazame Muy Fuerte: Storytelling for Liberation
				El Colegio Theater
3:15pm – 3:45pm
				

Extended community care break: Bomba Movement
Led by Naimah Zulmadelle Petigny, Dolores Huerta Room

3:45pm – 5:00pm

Session 6: Concurrent panels/presentations/performances

5:00pm – 5:30pm

Closing, El Colegio Theater

8:00pm – 12:00am 		
				

Noche de Jotería Performances & Baile
4200 Cedar Ave, Minneapolis, MN 55407

Sunday, October 8th
Location: University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, East Bank Campus
11:00am – 1:00pm		
				

Membership Meeting
Scott Hall 4, 72 Pleasant St SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455

1:00-2:00 pm			

Board Meeting

3:00-5:00 			

AJAAS Outdoor Outing
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Plenary I

Siempre En Mi Mente: Self-Determination &
Decolonization in the Midwest

Andrea Jenkins

Andrea Jenkins has more than 25 years of public service experience as a
Minneapolis City Council policy aide, nonprofit executive director and consultant, and Hennepin County employment specialist. She has lived in the
Bryant neighborhood for 16 years. Andrea is also an award-winning poet,
writer, and performer. She has earned fellowships from the Bush Foundation,
the Givens Foundation, and the Playwrights Center, among others. She has
performed her original work in venues around Minnesota and the nation,
including Pillsbury House Theater and the Walker Art Center. Her poems
have been published in journals, anthologies, and chapbooks, and in 2015 she
published a full-length poetry collection, The T is Not Silent.

Migdalia Loyola Meléndez

Migdalia Loyola currently oversees the Education & Outreach Department’s
activities throughout Minnesota and North Dakota, including culturallyresponsive youth and adult programming within African immigrant,
American Indian, Latino, and Southeast Asian communities. She
co-founded Planned Parenthood’s Entre Amigas Lay Health Advisor
program which trains Latinas on sexual and reproductive health, peer
education, and advocacy skills. She has experience in organizational
leadership, community organizing, and project management, as well as
community-level interventions. Migdalia serves on the Seward Community
Co-op board, and has been involved in groups advancing food justice and
sovereignty in MN. Migdalia has also been involved in local and national
grassroots initiatives over the past two decades, from working to free Puerto
Rican political prisoners, to fighting for immigration reform.

Candi Brings Plenty

Candi Brings Plenty is the head of the Two-Spirit Camp. She is an Oglala Lakota Sioux tribal member, the Director of the Portland Two-Spirit Society and
the Executive Director of the EQUI Institute, a trans and queer health clinic in
Portland, Oregon. Candi is committed to creating an empowered and compassionate community and has been a light and a leader for many within in
her community who struggle with the challenges of identifying as Two-Spirit
(or LGBTQ). Candi is a true leader of the people and has the strength of fierce
advocacy to last generations to come.
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Abrazame Muy Fuerte: Storytelling for Liberation
Plenary II

Adelina Anthony

Maya Gonzalez

Yosimar Reyes

Adelina Anthony works with the indigenous tenets of 1.) Story as medicina,
2.) Arte as offering, and 3.) Healing intergenerational traumas through ancesteral memorias with the joyful imaginings of our present and future generations. She is a critically acclaimed and award winning Two Spirit Xicana
lesbian actor, writer, director, producer, teaching artist and cultural activist.
Most recently they produced the short film Amigas with Benefits. Latino
Public Broadcasting selected the Amigas with Benefits screenplay for a 2016
Public Media Content Fund Award. The company’s first feature film, Bruising
for Besos, has just finished a successful film festival run, and continues to tour
on the academic circuit. The film is now available on Vimeo. In the coming months she will be directing the short screenplay La Serenata written by
Ernesto Javier Martínez. More: www.adelinaanthony.com and www.aderisaproductions.com.
Maya Gonzalez is an artist, author and progressive educator whose work focuses on the use of art and story as powerful tools of reclamation and transformation. She has illustrated over 20 award-winning children’s books, several
of which she also wrote. Her book My Colors, My World won the prestigious
Pura Belpré Award Honor from the American Library Association and her
most recent picture book, Call Me Tree was listed in Kirkus’ Best Picture
Books of 2014 that Celebrate Diversity. Since 1996, Her work with children
in public schools helped her develop several lines of curriculum that offer a
holistic approach to learning and open doors to new ways of thinking and
relating in the world. In 2009 she co-founded Reflection Press and in 2013,
Maya co-created an online learning environment called School of the Free
Mind about expanding the mind and reclaiming the creative.

Yosimar Reyes is a nationally acclaimed poet, educator, performance artist
and public speaker. Born in Guerreo, Mexico and raised in Eastside San Jose
Reyes explores the themes of migration and sexuality in his work.
He is the co-founder of performance ensemble, La Maricolectiva, a community based performance group of queer undocumented poets. Reyes holds a B.A
in Creative Writing from San Francisco State University and is an Arts Fellow
at Define American. Reyes is currently working on his one man show with
Guerrilla Rep Theater to premiere in the near future.
Reyes’ work has been published in various online journals as well as Mariposas: An anthology of Queer Modern Latino Poetry (Floricanto Press), Queer
in Aztlán: Chicano Male Recollections of Consciousness and Coming Out
(Cognella Press) and the forthcoming Joto: An Anthology of Queer Xicano &
Chicano Poetry (Kórima Press).
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Contributing Artists
Olivia Levins Holden: Designer of Conference Art

Olivia Levins Holden is a muralist and artist, educator, perpetual archivist
and historical interpreter. She is also a tree-climbing, self-singing, harmonica-playing, deep-laughing, multi-racial, queer-identified, optimist and lover
of learning. Olivia grew up in Minneapolis where she got involved with
political performance at a young age, and credits this with helping her find
her voice politically and artistically. After receiving her BA in Latin American
History at Smith College, Olivia spent 5 years in Oakland CA as apprentice
to muralist Juana Alicia Araiza, teaching gardening, and collective member
of food justice urban farm Oakland SOL. Olivia returned to her hometown of
Minneapolis in 2013, where she continues to develop murals and art-making,
(his/her)storytelling. She is constantly striving to embody healing and complexity in her own life and practices.

Calixta: Soul Friday Guest DJ

CaliXta DJs and VJs independently and as part of Chicago’s CumbiaSazo
crew. Since 2012, caliXta has been honing her craft and realizing a vision of
creating respectful and healing dancefloors. Although originally from Chicago, a lot of her formation & scheming around liberation and revolutionary
partying started in DC from kickbacks with friends and the Maracuyeah &
Anthology of Booty queer femme parties. Upon returning to Chicago in 2011,
she felt like similar soul-elevating club spaces with beautiful and enriching
music weren’t common and set out to co-found dále shine to help create a
scene for a deep & nuanced variety of digital Latinx music. In 2013, she joined
the CumbiaSazo crew and found kindred spirits with which she could continue building communal spaces through art and music. Along her journey as an
artist, caliXta has been fortunate to work with many talented artists, collectives, and organizations who continue to shape her visions and dreams.

QueenDuin: Noche de Jotería DJ

Vanessa Duina Hernandez aka QueenDuin is an up and coming andro, queer
Latinx DJ and vocalist in the Twin Cities. QueenDuin’s magnetic and musical
vibrations encompass the turn up and sensual liveliness that fits comfortably
in any venue. From reggaeton and cumbia vibes to trap soul and electro-dance
pop. QueenDuin features a span of music you can’t help but move your body
to.
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Noche de Joteria

Robert Gutierrez-Perez

Anaïs Deal-Márquez

Jose Richard Aviles

Yovani Flores

Marisol Mora Cendejas
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Roy Guzmán

Friday, October 26th
8:00am - 8:50am

AJAAS 101 (Crosby Seminar Room, Northrop Auditorium)

8:00am - 8:50am
Registration, Vendors, Coffee, Tea and Snacks
				(Lindahl Founders Room, Northrop Auditorium)

Session 1: 9:45am - 11:00am
1.1 Panel: Queer Epistemologies (Pillsbury Hall 105)
Gibran Guido, University of California, San Diego
Yearning, Memory, and Desire: The Life Force of Gil Cuadros
This paper addresses the emergence of a particular queer Chicano sexual awareness in the work
of Gil Cuadros. It is particular because it represents a counter-discourse to mainstream master narratives of queer sexuality in the United States given his stress on culture and class difference, but
also because of his articulation of what I refer to as living on the brink of death in his work. Cuadros’s
attention on death opens up new possibilities for conceptualizing radical alterity or different ways of
knowing by those marked by difference in Queer/Gay Chicano Literature.
Vishe Redmond, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Todos Somos Unidos: Black, Brown and Indigenous Resistance
In our current hostile political climate, we must work together with other people of color in our fight
against white supremacy and the plague of intersectional oppressions that link us. In order to move
forward in our movements for equity and justice, we must give reverence to how our ancestors
worked together throughout history. From the Transatlantic Slave Trade, to the Civil Rights Movement, straight through Hip Hop to Standing Rock, I will examine our past political solidarity as a way
to use our political ancestors to continue on our work for Black, Brown and Indigenous solidarity.
Angelica Paz Ortiz, Portland State University
I don’t have time for heteronormativity: a queer of color critique of ‘straight time’
The mode of temporality afforded to people and institutions within the white heteronorm function to
systematically marginalize people of color, specifically Black people. I offer a queer of color critique of
queer time as it defaults whiteness. This default implicitly portrays the struggles that create a temporal
ontology separate from straight time, as being exclusive to the white queer identity, in that it focuses
simply on queerness as an orientation of gender and sexuality as being non-racialized. Queer time,
in this conceptualization, fails to recognize the nonheteronormativity exhibited by people of color. This
integral misunderstanding of the functionality of the hegemonic construction of time perpetuates the
supremacy and normativity of whiteness and fails to acknowledge the ways white supremacy functions, inextricably, with capitalism in what I refer to as, straight white time.
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Sandibel Borges, University of Wisconsin Eau-Claire
Queer and Cuir: Sites of Resistance, Sites of Violence
Queer theory has had an impact on different fields and areas of study within academia, in and beyond
U.S. borders. Queer is now used in French and Spanish—to name only two—languages (Preciado
2008; 2013). Along with queer theory, or teoría queer, the term is making its way into the Mexican
academy as well as into art and performance that is meant to be critical of normativity. Within Gender Studies programs, texts on estudios queer and teoría queer are being assigned and read (field
notes). Meanwhile, within some feminist performance and art circles, queer, along with its phonetically translated term cuir, is beginning to be adopted as well. In this paper I argue that the entrance of
queer into a Mexican context already signals having imperialist and colonialist implications. Although
it provides opportunities for challenging normativity, queer is also based on often inaccessible, and
arguably elitist Eurocentric theories.

1.2 Workshop: GOD loves all his/her Creation (Walter 101)
Jesus Leija, Minister and Peer Counselor
El objetivo de este taller es llevar al participante a revisar cuál ha sido la idea equivocada que nos
han hecho creer sobre Dios y el Amor y reconocer que todos llevamos una “Divinidad” que necesitamos vivirla para sanar, completar, y perdonar yo do lo que nos impide vivir como seres de Amor. Este
taller será a través de meditaciones, visualizaciones y ejercicios.

1.3 Workshop: Ceremonia as Sanctuary, Centering Ceremony & Ritual in Our
Liberation Work (Pillsbury Hall 125B )
Anahí Sánchez Sandoval, Community Organizer
Ceremony is sanctuary. It is a space crafted uniquely by us, as an individual or as a group. It is radical. It is resistance. To hold ceremony is to honor ourselves and our ancestors. It is a revolutionary act
because it has been outlawed, erased, stolen, minimized, delegitimized, demonized and yet it survives, we survive. As Indigenous people, people of the African diaspora, and people of color, how do
we center ceremony and ritual in our everyday self-care? What about in our liberation and movement
building werk? Do we? What would it look like if we did? We are the amalgamation of all of those that
came before us. Our life’s journey is guided and shaped by them, those living and those who have
gone on to become our ancestors. As people dedicated to liberation, we must recognize the sacred
nature of the work with which we have been tasked. “The unfinished work of the ancestors is the
blueprint for my life” - Venice Williams, Spiritual Midwife, Healer, and MKE Mama. In this session, we
invite us to look to our cultural wealth, rituals and practices we have both inherited and learned, those
we know well and those we are still remembering. Together we will hold and canter ceremony and talk
about ways we can continue to do so in our everyday. We will talk about our medicines and how we
utilize them to bring to life our radical visions of the future.
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Friday, October 6th
1.4 Roundtable: Muxerista y Joteria Resilience: Re/Claiming Truths, Voice y Resistencia (Nicholson 110)
Anita Revilla, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and Veronica Garcia, Grassroots Institute for Fundraising Training, Paso del Norte OUT Fund, and Detained Migrant Solidarity Committee
According to Gloria Anzaldua, “Nobody’s going to save you. No one’s going to cut you down, cut the
thorns thick around you. No one’s going to storm the castle walls nor kiss awake your birth, climb
down your hair, nor mount you onto the white steed. There is no one who will feed the yearning. Face
it. You will have to do, do it yourself.” As joteria and muxeristas, we consider the stories and fantasies
of resilience, love, and resistance that surround us and abound in both cultural practice and popular
culture. In an effort to deconstruct heteronormative and patriarchal manifestations of love and activism, Revilla and Garcia offer their testimonios, confessionals, and theoretical explorations of Chicana
feminist, muxerista, queer experiences with love, activism, resilience, and resistance. Drawing on our
combined research and organizing experiences, lessons learned and triumphs with women of color
feminist perspectives of love and social change, we offer critiques of the social construction of love
and resistance while also reveling in our desire and commitment to a distinctly feminist/muxerista
revolutionary love and social justice. Women of color feminists have taught us that love can serve us
as a theoretical framework that we can use not only to analyze our lives, but also as a guide for our
personal, communal and academic paths. Hence, we will discuss the ways that our love and organizing journeys have helped us to grow individually, collectively, and politically. This presentation will be
both artistic and intellectual.

Plenary I : 11:15am - 12:30pm
Panel: Siempre En Mi Mente: Self-Determination & Decolonization in the Midwest
Best Buy Theater, 4th Floor Northrop Auditorium
Andrea Jenkins
Migdalia Loyola Meléndez
Candi Brings Plenty

Lunch : 12:45pm - 1:45pm
On your own, please refer to your folder for lunch recommendations.
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Session 2: 2:00pm - 3:15pm
2.1 Panel: Transnational experiences and Transborder Communities (Nicholson
110)
Mase Santos
El Viaje A Mi Tierra: Reversing Assimilation Through Queer Latinx Spaces Online
With a surge in online activism there has been a growth in discourse about Latinx identity. Oftentimes
however, when speaking about the Latinx experience through various platforms we exclude queer
individuals who were forced into assimilation by societal standards. Because of the disconnect this
community has with Latinx traditions, we write it off as a disinterest with Latinidad as a whole. In addition, queerness is frequently seen as a rebellious, nonconforming lifestyle in relation to Latinidad. But
what happens when we find individuals attempting to travel back to their “homeland,” or these traditions, and what occurs when the resources used are specifically places of queer Latinx identity? This
paper addresses the intersection of assimilated queer Latinx identities and the journey back home
through queer conversations, the usage of internet voices to address gaps in the complex story of
our community, and validates the experience of many who were removed from their cultures without
permission.
Víctor Manuel Macías-González, The University of Wisconsin, La Crosse
Mexican Homosexual Sexiles and Travelers in the U.S., 1920-1950
Between the end of the Mexican Revolution and the Mexican Miracle, large numbers of Mexicans
made their way to the U.S. seeking opportunities to better themselves. While most scholars have
focused on this period as the genesis of Mexican-American communities, my work focuses on a
network of middle- and upper-class, same-sex-attracted men who traveled to the U.S. on business
or resided briefly to pursue educational and career opportunities. I analyze correspondence, diaries,
memoirs and period newspapers to explore their relationship to the broader Mexican and Latina/o
communities, as well as the emerging homosexual cultures they encountered across the U.S. I am
particularly interested in how they built relationships, their domestic practices, and how they subsequently transferred knowledge of American gay culture to Mexico upon their return from the U.S.The
paper explores the themes of sanctuaries and solidarities, exploring same-sex-attracted Mexicans’
spatial practices, movement, and relationships within and without their communities.
Kris Klein Hernandez, University of Michigan
Disabling the Joto Body: Transnational Health and Forced Gender Confirmation Surgeries on Gay
Latinos in 1950s México
During the 1950s, North Americans became increasingly fascinated with medical technology and technological inventions, wanting to explore technologies to change one’s body and anatomical make-up.
Gay men in Mexico received M2F (male-to-female) surgeries without their own consent. Since 1953,
Dr. Rafael Sandoval Camacho (educated from UNAM) and several colleagues performed penectomies and vaginoplasty for (jotos pasivos) gay men whom he believed to be women.
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Friday, October 6th
2.1 Panel: continued... Sandoval Camacho, in other words, believed that male-to-female sex

reassignment surgery could be suggested if any “deformity,” or “ailment” was presented in the male
patient. This paper asserts that the operations conducted by Sandoval Camacho illustrate one of the
many situations where misconceptions and misunderstandings about gender confirmation surgeries
and gay Latino sexuality resulted in the misreading and mis-reconstructing of gender and sexuality
in Mexico and the larger North American Southwest. The paper seeks to examine Sandoval Camacho, and the forced surgeries he committed on gay effeminate Latino men throughout the 1950s and
1960s to unveil a long history of disabling the joto body and jotería consciousness. Furthermore, it
hopes to elucidate how the doctor utilized gender confirmation surgery as method of sterilization for
gay men. The paper intervenes in the periodization of Mexican and borderlands gay history and trans
women’s history through deploying a disability lens.

2.2 Workshop: The Muxerista Collective: Bridging Community and Academia
through DIY Creations (Walter 101)
Desiré Galvez, University of Nevada, Las Vegas and Briceida Hernandez-Toledo, University of California, Los Angeles
The Muxerista Collective is a socially conscious media platform dedicated to creating, questioning,
and complicating various aspects of gender, sexuality, and the multiple intersections of identities
(ethnicity, race, ability, citizenship status, etc.). In this interactive workshop, our goal is to share knowledge we hold through creating content that honors our experiences. Participants will learn how to
design content to share with their communities through the creation of videos, podcasts, zines, pamphlets, or other mediums using the tools they have access to, in order to creatively resist in community. Drawing from Latinx and Chicanx feminist thought, we define muxeristas as Latinx/Chicanx
feminist activists. While The Muxerista Collective was created by two awkward fierce hoes, the media
platform works to expand and include contributors motivated by social justice and activism. We created the collective to make the knowledge we’ve been exposed to in academia accessible. We engage
in being a space to bridge communities both in and out of academia. Our channel is a cyber counter-space where we heal and grow, guided by muxerista conocimiento. We firmly believe that in order
to change the world around us, we must embrace our truths and ourselves completely. Although we
critically engage with the world around us, we do so with love, compassion, and comunidad. We hope
this workshop will demonstrate how queer intersectional activism can manifest in cybercommunities
that act as queer sanctuaries. Above all, we want to remind the world that nosotrxs somos resistencia!

2.3 Workshop: 49 Brown Dancing Bodies and Nunca Estuve en el Closet
(Pillsbury Hall 105)
Juan Rios Vegas, Bradley University
To create a queer sanctuary of healing and resistance, I draw on jotería studies and Latino critical theory (LatCrit) as I share a poem and monologue, and facilitate a discussion. The poem titled 49 Brown
Dancing Bodies and a monologue: Nunca Estuve en el Closet are creative testimonios that speak to
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jotería resilience and survival. In the poem, I narrate the horrific attack held at Pulse gay nightclub in
Orlando, Florida. In the monologue, I explain my testimonio (in Spanish) as a Central American boy,
developing a gay identity while being reminded of his mariconada by relatives and friends. It is my
intention to remind the attendees about the vulnerability of LGBT community while building a space
of Amor Eterno. After concluding the performance/testimonio, I will open the space for attendees to
share their own stories and witness each other as we collectively move towards healing and love.

2.4 Roundtable: Healing Trauma Through Community and Love
(Pillsbury Hall 121)
Marcia Suarez, CUNY Queens College
The purpose of this workshop or discussion is the sharing of healing between folk in the community.
By talking about the intersection between healing and trauma, pain and emotions, race, religion, and
sexuality in our lives and the ways in which its effects manifest in our community, we will be able to
come to a collective solution for our recovery, growth, and healing. Additionally, another factor that
I’d like to talk about is my own experience as a sexual trauma survivor and an addict in recovery and
how learning to love myself has been a collective process in my communities and how eclectic spirituality or just the building of our own spirituality has helped me find a healing that is nontraditional
and wholesome to my experience as a queer, undocumented Latina. As a hybrid of a workshop and
a roundtable discussion, it would entail interactive and proactive discussions in using art and selfcare, self-affirming spirituality, and dialogues about healing or processing trauma (like healing trauma
through being or doing) through community, identity, and spirituality. As well as a more quiet discussion to talk about specific pain that we have and are afraid to talk about or that we have had and were
afraid and how we got to talking about it.

2.5 Roundtable: Jotería Voices: Ourselves Writing/Writing Ourselves
(Pillsbury Hall 125B)
Xamuel Bañales, California State University, Stanislaus and Omi Salas-Santa Cruz, University of California, Berkeley, Maya Chinchilla, Yosimar Reyes, and Xuanito de la Puente, University Nevada Las
Vegas
Queer and Trans Xicanx/Latinx have historically been excluded out of mainstream narratives and
histories or represented and written about in negative ways, often based on negative stereotypes
or pathological perspectives. Challenging this deficit, there is a variety of historical genealogies,
such as the Chicano/a movement, women of color feminisms, and decolonial forms of activism, that
many contemporary Jotería writers and scholars draw upon. As such, there is a critical movement
of Jotería cultural producers, scholars, and writers who create new forms of knowledge in their work
where creative and/or scholarly inquiry centers relations of power, privilege, oppression, and social
change. Thus, this workshop panel focuses on how Jotería themselves write about their experiences
and scholarly interests while simultaneously shaping knowledge production, narratives, and histories through writing. In particular, Jotería will discuss their creative and scholarly writing in relation to
aforementioned histories, narratives, and genealogies, and panelists will also their work.
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Friday, October 6th
2.6 Panel: Feeling Queer Ephemera: On Sequins, Dream States, and Fantasy
(Appleby 303)
Moderator: Sandra Soto, University of Minnesota & University of Arizona
Jessica Lopez Lyman, University of Minnesota
Amethyst Soul: Queer Afro-Futurisms and Speculative Performance in South Minneapolis’ May Day
Parade
In our present political climate strategies for resistance are discussed over dinner tables, while marching in the street, and shared through hashtags on social media. Visual art and performance continue
to be deployed by social movement organizers as one technique to educate the masses and confront
the nation-state. This paper wrestles with the question: how can speculative performance be a tool
for decolonization? Based on ethnographic research, I discuss the work of Junauda Petrus, a West
Indian Black queer interdisciplinary artists. For three years Petrus has been a lead artist in South Minneapolis’ May Day Parade, a springtime celebration organized by Heart of the Beast Theatre. I focus
primarily on the 2017 May Day parade. Petrus organized a parade section called “Amethyst Soul,”
which was dedicated to queer and trans ancestors of color. Through purple fabrics, papier-mâché
masks, vibrant floral hats, Petrus welcomed parade participants to dream up sensual, provocative,
aesthetically rich movements. These performances, while playful, were also deeply sacred. Embodying Afro-futurisms required participants to both ground down in their present moment, while simultaneously lifting up into their imagination. I argue this push and pull of embodiment, being present and
also in a dream state, is at the heart of Afro-futurisms and speculative performance. Learning how to
negotiate multiple states of being serves as one movida for resistance.
Eddy Alvarez, Portland State University
“How many Latinos in the motherfucking house?”: Sonic Memories and Aesthetic Choices as Modes
of Resistance in 1990s Joteria Los Angeles
I develop a framework called “finding sequins in the rubble,” that articulates how queer Latinas/os and
others, navigate personal and institutional rubble—the obstacles of structural violence in their daily
lives through music, spirituality, affect, activism, and self-styling. This paper presentation influenced
by Muñoz, Sandoval, Roque Ramírez, Clay and others, focuses on the fashion and aesthetic choices
of queer Latina/o youth at Arena Nightclub in the mid 1990s, and how house music became part of
what Andrea Clay calls the music memoir of their lives. While Arena has succumbed to gentrification,
the memories remain of kids wearing mechanic shirts, vintage golf pants, Adidas tennis shoes, backpacks made out of cereal boxes, and furry jackets as they danced to the beats of deep house and the
spinning of DJ Irene, one of the most successful queer Latina DJs in LA. Through interviews, archival
research, and sonic memories, I document the liberatory role of fashion, effect, and music in the club
scene, and beyond. I argue that the fashion, music, and dancing work to articulate an oppositional
subjectivity, as youth disidentify and find sequins in the rubble.
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Francisco J. Galarte, University of Arizona y
Sandra Soto, University of Minnesota & University of Arizona
Anzaldúa’s Queer Worldbuilding: A Conversation on Femmes, Marimach@s and the
Sexual Borderlands
In 1992, Cherríe Moraga and Amber Hollibaugh enriched the then emergent discourse about femme/
butch desire with their conversation/essay, “What We’re Rollin’ around in Bed With.” That courageous,
innovative conversation underlined the indelible interplay between material conditions and sexual
desire and offered a critique of feminism for having underestimated that interplay. In “Anzaldúa’s
Queer Worldbuilding,” we riff off of Moraga and Hollibaugh by borrowing the formal elements of their
piece—a conversational and improvisational back-and-forth dance that congeals largely because of
their trust in one another as long-time friends and because of the dialectical sparks (to evoke Audre
Lorde) that get generated at the site of their difference from one another. This capacious and queer
form allows us to bring a fresh approach to Gloria Anzaldúa and her wildly queer imagination, particularly in relation to her marimacho gender transgressions. Anzaldúa’s writings stage a nexus of queer
possibilities for imagining pleasure and desire between and among bodies, animals, objects, and
nature as well as across the spatial and temporal registers of the borderlands. Our conversation piece
explores these possibilities while incorporating our own thoughts and feelings as a Chicana femme
who came of age amid musica y cultura tejana, and as a transitioning trans- Chicano who was born
and raised in the rural US/Mexico borderlands. We weave a Chican@ queer intertextual conversation
across time, generation, region, genres, bodies, fantasies, imaginaries to ask a number of key questions about Anzaldúa’s insights on Chicana/tejana/borderlands butch and trans subjectivity. Focusing
on her “minor” works (some unpublished), we explore her unseen/forgotten/unspoken contributions to
queer theory, transgender studies, and Chican@/Latin@ studies, particularly around pain, pleasure,

Session 3: 3:45pm - 5:00pm
3.1 Panel: Counter Cultural Forms, Experiential Media, and Queer Bodies
(Nicholson 110)
Moderator: Sandra Soto, University of Minnesota & University of Arizona
Roberto Ortiz Manzanilla, Arizona State University
Unapologetic Politics & Aesthetics: Jovan Israel’s Graphic Imaginary and Intersectional Queer
Jovan Israel is graphic artist who is a collaborator of Desastre Mx (a journal of LGBTQ news in
Spanish). Moreover, he defines himself as fagged (puto) and feminist, and also, affirms that his
feminism is intersectional and that is exactly what he wants to portray in his art. The cholo queer,
a Hello Kitty bdsm, hairy bodies, fat bodies, trans women, cis women with a moustache or hairy
legs, brown men wearing high heels and make up, Selena (Quintanilla, not Gomez) quotes, in other
words, a sea of bodies that exists and circulate out of the western beauty standards. This presentations is about his graphic illustrations in one can conceive different social problems that evolve in
an aesthetic queer rampant.
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3.1 Panel: continued..

Dafne Luna, University of California, Los Angeles
Fierce Gorditx Coming Home: Fat Identity Formation rooted in Queerness
Fierce Fat People of Color (poc) is an interdisciplinary research project that uses digital media art
and Chicana feminist epistemologies to create an archive (or repertoire) of fatties of color. My research interrogates how fat poc can subvert the pathological frame of fatness by exploring how the
intersections of fat, race, gender, sexuality, and ability status inform a process towards fat positivity.
Ethnographic in-depth interviews will reveal how fat people of color may experience racialized fatphobia and the extent in which it affects individual’s perception of self. The interviews also highlight what
fat positivity is for participants and how they are using it to guide their own healing from fat and race
based violence. The Fierce Fat POC digital media project, grounded on (un)framing theory and decolonial possibilities, showcases participants in a celebratory, empowering, non-judgement existence.
Images created challenge how food and fat bodies are expected to engage with each other by (un)
framing the diet-based messaging. In its entirety Fierce Fat POC makes a necessary intervention in
Chicanx Studies and Fat studies by bridging both fields to propose alternative ways of respecting and
humanizing othered bodies.
Vicente Carrillo, University of California, Los Angeles
Digital Queer Muralism: Claiming Space and Place Through Queer of Color Representation
Chicana/o and Latina/o murals have served as artistic landmarks commemorating Chicana/o and
Latina/o culture, history and identity. What happens when queer Latinx and Chicanx artists use muralism as an avenue to express their intersectional identities? This paper focuses on the controversial digital queer mural, “Por Vida,” by Los Angeles based artist Paul Manuel. Galería De La Raza, a
non-profit community based organization in San Francisco’s Mission district, installed “Por Vida” on
Saturday June 13, 2015 in celebration of Pride Month. Shortly after, the mural was violently defaced
multiple times, creating community tensions and resistance against local queers of color living in and
around the Mission District. Using qualitative and ethnographic methodologies I explore the contesting conversations between gentrification, art, and queer of color identities. I draw from queer of color
critique and spatial theory in order to better understand the Mission District’s cultural and spatial relationship to queers of color living in and around these communities. The purpose of this project is to
highlight and challenge the pervasive forms of whiteness in mainstream LGBTQ representation that
ultimately erase queer of color identities or “brown” pride (Muñoz). I’m interested in examining “Por
Vida’s” artistic representation, the violence surrounding the mural, and centering the resistance queer
Latinx and Chicanx demonstrated through various communal gatherings. Finally, approaching this
project through a spatial lens, I consider the physical spaces and markers (coffee shops, advertisements, streets, restaurants) that produce what David Delany refers to as the “inside and outside”/“we
and they” dichotomies. I argue that race and hetero-patriarchal social values inform spatial imaginations which ultimately produce territorial boundaries (cultural and spatial) that intentionally exclude
queer of color bodies.
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Marisol Mora Cendejas, Portland State University
Mi Vida, Do you know what it feels like?
This is a poem in which I detail and describe my experience as a Latina, Immigrante, Low-Income,
Jota growing up in the United States; addressing the intersections of migration, sexuality, religion,
class, race, body issues, and more. I recount very striking moments of my life growing up and what it
has felt like to be me, hence the repetition of the line Do you know what it feels like, and hope to show
how one’s identities all come together to create a story that is both unique but can too connect others
to one’s own and form community. The themes of love, strength, resilience, and empowerment in the
face of oppression and alienation are all conveyed as I hope this touches those who read it.

3.2 Panel: Undocuqueer, Public Policy, and Immigration (Walter library 101)
Moderator: Gabriela Spears-Rico, University of Minnesota
Anthony Vega, Sierra Club
End of DOMA: The Struggle of Mixed Status LGBT Couples for True Marriage Equality
After the repeal of DOMA, marriage equality proponents, advocates and allies all rejoiced. However,
for mixed status LGBTQ couples, this exponentially complicated their legalization process. Under the
repeal of DOMA, LGBTQ couples had a higher burden of proof to prove marriage, or intent thereof,
compared to their heterosexual counterparts. LGBTQ U.S. citizens are now able to sponsor their
partners from other countries, but this became vastly more complicated when it came to LGBTQ
sponsored migrants from countries that still banned same-sex marriages. This presentation asks how
LGBTQ migrants should they be treated under federal immigration guidelines? Should migrants follow
fiance visa guidelines, or should they be considered refugees fleeing persecution? How would this
process expose them to further prosecution, and possible violence in their native country? The complication of immigration policy following the repeal of DOMA, extend to that of mixed status same-sex
couples in the United States. This paper will explore the complexities in the immigration policies before and after the repeal of the Defense of Marriage Act and how true marriage equality eluded samesex couples in mixed status relationships. The paper will outline immigration policy at the state level
before the repeal of DOMA. Post-DOMA, the paper will use a case study of actual mixed status samesex marriage going through the legalization process following the landmark Supreme Court case.
Christian Bracho, American University and Jesus Cisneros, University of Central Arkansas
Articulated with the slogan “undocumented and unafraid; queer and unashamed,” undocuqueer is a
performative act by which undocumented queer and trans youth not only name their struggles, but
also create a political subjectivity connected to an identity that overcomes rigid identity positioning.
Undocuqueer, as a discursive formation, captures the visibility narratives of many undocumented
queer and trans youth and challenges concepts of social acceptability that rely on the norms of cisgender heterosexuality and citizenship. Centering the experiences of 31 undocuqueer immigrants, this
study seeks to understand the ways that undocuqueer immigrants negotiate the boundaries of social
performance. Findings of this study reveal how, in order to avoid the constant threat of rejection (both
legal and social), undocuqueer immigrants engage visibility schemas and make strategic decisions
about coming out of the shadows and the closet.
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3.2 Panel: continued... Participants described the ways gender, sexuality, and immigration status
simultaneously impact the decision to make their identities visible and how family interdependence
represents a significant barrier to coming out of the shadows and the closet across different contexts,
including family and work.

Ayli Carrero Pinedo, University of North Dakota
No place to belong: Undocumented immigrants and mental health
Latinx immigrants comprise about 17% of the U.S. population according to the U.S. Bureau of the
Census (2011). Quality of life for Latinx people is strongly associated with the roles within their family.
That strong affiliation with their nuclear and extended families is often referred as familismo (Marin
& Marin, 1991), which comes with expectations such as providing financial support. But, by moving
far away from their friends and family, immigrants compromise their quality of life due to their limited
social support networks. Also, a difficulty in adjustment to a new society leads immigrants to experience depression and anxiety after their arrival. An analysis of people’s perceptions indicate that immigrants in the United States are portrayed as noneducated, criminal, poor, violent, and desperate to
live in the United States. These oppressive social structures and social intolerance are likely to have
a negative effect on subjective health and emotional well-being of immigrant groups, especially those
with undocumented status. Several theories attempt to explain the negative health consequences
of immigration such as predisposition of a mental health illness prior to arrival or by focusing on the
post-migration experiences. This inquiry explores public perceptions of minority mental health as
well as the mental health of undocumented Latinx immigrants. Scholarship that emphasizes different
domains such as access to healthcare, psychological, social, and legal stressors, familial influences,
and different batteries utilized to assess physical and mental health will be discussed and explored.
Limited research on mental health of undocumented Latinx is expected due to its vulnerability, therefore research focusing on other immigrant groups as participants are also taken into account. These
are important factors that counselors, policy makers, as well as community members must consider
when they attend to immigrant populations.

3.3 Workshop: “Creating the Children’s Books We Were Never Meant to Read.”
(Pillsbury Hall 105)
Ernesto Martinez, University of Oregon
The aim of the workshop is to (1) introduce AJAAS members to the writing of children’s books as a
process for personal and community healing, as well as to (2) encourage AJAAS members to participate in producing children’s books with queer POC content. The workshop will foster conversation
and self-reflection, culminating in a creative, collective brainstorming session where participants will
generate ideas about the stories they wished they had read as children, as well as the kinds of new
stories they might be willing to tell for children in the contemporary moment.
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3.4 Workshop: Como La Flor, el Azucar y el Noa Noa: Refugios of Resistance and
Resilience (Pillsbury Hall 121)
Alfredo Del Cid, Mills College and Grace Towers
Now more than ever it is important to find places of comfort and strategic tools of resistance. Latinx
pop culture has given us examples of disruption from iconoclasts that broke the status quo through
the politics of performance. In this interactive workshop we look at three iconos de la cancion, Celia
Cruz, Selena and Juan Gabriel to extract lessons of resilience and resistance. We also look at “Intercultura” understanding how these artists have allowed different generations to find their own medicina to alleviate the impact of the past and present toxic political climate they were and are currently
experiencing. We will explore and deconstruct the definition of refugio and it’s usage from a volatile
political term and more importantly from its cultural familial origin. This experiential workshop will end
with participants sharing testimonio of places and sources of refuge that are significant to their own
survival and wellbeing

3.5 Roundtable: Sunken Place(s): Critiques on Submersion, Consciousness and
Institutionality (Pillsbury Hall 125B)
José Manuel Santillana, University of Minnesota, Sayan Bhattarya, University of Minnesota, andNaimah Petigny, University of Minnesota
This roundtable is inspired by director Jordan Peele’s 2017 debut satirical Horror film Get Out. The
film follows Black photographer Chris Washington and his white girlfriend Rose Armitage as they
prepare to take a road trip into the suburbs to meet her parents. Ultimately, Chris finds out that Rose
and her parents have developed a system of abducting, brainwashing and repurposing black bodies. Hence, this film is about what it means to be Black in America. As queer/students of color in the
United States, we will critically engage in centering the discussion on the “Sunken place,” a deep and
dark place Chirs is submerged into by Rose’s hypnotherapist mother. Thus, all three panelists will
individually and collectively define, interrupt and analyze the significance of the “Sunken place” as it
relates to their own experiences of submersion, consciousness and institutionality.

Dinner and Mixer : 5:30pm - 7:30pm
Walter Library, Arthur Upson Room
Comida will be provided
Karta Thai is a locally owned Thai restaurant with a history of supporting community events. Please check them out & show them love in the future.
2411 CENTRAL AVE. NE. MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55418
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8:45 am & 9:15 am
Shuttle pick up from Commons Hotel and Days Inn to
				El Colegio
9:00 am – 9:30 am

Morning Welcome and Tour of El Colegio High School

9:00am – 9:45 am
				

Registration, Vendors, Coffee, Tea and Snacks
(El Colegio Entrance Space and Cafeteria)

Session 4: 9:45am - 11:00am
4.1 Panel: Self Representation and Intersectionality (Rigoberta Menchu Room)
Moderator: Liliana Gonzalez, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Juan Rios Vega, Bradley University
Amor Sin Fronteras: A Transnational Mariposa Talks about Homosexuality in Panama
Drawing from jotería studies, the author uses a transnational mariposa consciousness to talk about
homosexuality in his homeland. As a manifestation of love without borders, the author critically decolonizes how socio-historical ideologies (colonization and imperialism) such as homosexuality, masculinities, religion, and family/society double-standards shape a gay identity in his Central American
country and a queer of color identity in the U.S. Finally, he also analyzes how issues of homophobia,
class, and race/ethnicity impact the LGTBQ community as form of resistance and healing to create
radical solidarity.
Juan Antonio (Tony) Trujillo, Oregon State University
The Languages of Identity and Desire: Latinx (Re)presentation on MSM Dating Apps
Geosocial networking applications—programs for mobile computing devices that facilitate social interaction by displaying user profiles based on physical proximity—have become ubiquitous worldwide
among men who have sex with men (MSM). These apps typically have an installed base of several
million users and industry research from 2015 revealed that 71% of users developed an ongoing
sexual relationship of some type with someone they met on Grindr, Scruff, Jack’d, Hornet, Adam4Adam or similar networks.This paper examines over 200 profiles created by self-identifying “Latino” or
“Latino/Hispanic” users of the popular geosocial networking apps Grindr, Scruff and Jack’d to invite
social interaction with other app users. Descriptive analysis provides insights about the communication choices users make in the three primary “languages” or codes that constitute a typical profile—
written text, emoticons/emojis, and image—which in turn opens the door to a broader set of analytical
questions about the way Latinx users use the elements of their profiles as unitary presentational texts
to express desire and to position themselves with respect to narratives around race, sexuality, and
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4.2 Panel: Coming of Age in Film and Literature (Dolores Huerta Room)
Moderator: Francisco J. Galarte, University of Arizona
Cristopher Vázquez Muñoz, Stanford University
Travesura as Critique: Chela Sandoval’s Methodology of the Oppressed and Carla Trujillo’s What
Night Brings: A Novel
Through a lens attentive to the significance of age in the enactment of power, Vázquez Muñoz’s
presentation, “Travesura as Critique,” offers an analysis of Carla Trujillo’s What Night Brings: A Novel,
in which he proposes a conceptualization of power as movement that enacts itself through repetition.
The novel tells the story of a young Chicana, Marci, whose queer sexuality begins to flourish amidst
the institutional violence of poverty, Catholicism, and heteronormative family scripts. In centering the
point of view of a 12-year-old, the narrative addresses sexism and homophobia in ways that anchor
age, and youth in particular, as a critical lens for socio-cultural interrogation.
Rene Esparza, University of Minnesota
Hijas Buenas: Mediating Between the Chicano Familia Romance and the Queerness of Chicana Girlhood Friendships
The institution of the nuclear family figures largely in political struggles for social membership by marginalized communities partly because the state makes use of such heteronormative and homonormative logics to decipher the fitness of populations for citizenship. However, relying on norms of gender,
sexuality, and domestic space to determine social membership excludes many as it silences oppositional voices and erases alternative images of community, family, and kinship. These exclusions make
pertinent the inherent limitations of idealized Western prototypes of family—both heteronormative and
homonormative—as vehicles of social struggle and nationalist liberation. In this paper, I discuss the
limitations intrinsic to mobilizing the family as a normative value concept. Chicana feminist writers and
filmmakers make use of a critical reading eye that remains non-white and non-colonial, but above all,
non-heteronormative and non-homonormative to re-center those on the margins. Through a close
reading of Carla Trujillo’s 2003 novel What Night Brings and Aurora Guerrero’s 2012 film Mosquita y
Mari, I discuss Chicana feminist literature and film as counter discourses that center the lived experiences of those positioned on the margins—Chicana women and Chicana/o queers—who are subjugated due to the normative itineraries of the nuclear family. These Chicana feminist texts not only
disrupt the Chicano system of marianismo and malinchismo (e.g., the virgin-whore dichotomy) and
the racial violence enacted by mainstream society. But, they also unsettle the state-sanctioned logic
of social value as a precondition for social membership. Concentrating on the margins, or the borderlands, in turn, provides us with ample space to theorize about the subordination of marginalized communities in hopes of invalidating the norms through which racial and sexual hierarchies are imposed
and naturalized in the United States.
Megan Medrano, Trinity University
Cinelatinidades: Gender, Sexuality and Cinema in the Americas
This project examines Latin American and U.S. Latinx films that analyze issues of gender and sexuality. Using an interdisciplinary theoretical framework that incorporates key analytical concepts from
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4.2 Panel: Continued... queer, gender, film and cultural studies, this project aims to investigate
the underexplored perspectives of women directors and queer (LGBTQ) cinematic identities from
the 1990s to the present. Through the close examination of six films, Después del terremoto (1979),
Havana Eva (2010), Madeinusa (2006), Mosquita y Mari (2012), Pelo malo (2013), and Que tan lejos
(2006), an exploration of how these productions critically deal with cultural discourses that either
prevent or enable agency for women and queers within the Latin American and U.S. Latinx contemporary film industries is conducted. In addition, a close study of innovative cinematic styles enables to
understand how these films break with traditional hetero-patriarchal visual conventions, thus proposing that cinema is empowering for groups that historically have been ignored. Each of the examined
films form a part of emerging texts that help advance the discussion of critical discourses that enable
agency for female directors. The themes and cinematic conventions employed by the directors allow
their productions to challenge the portrayal of gender and sexuality in the traditional film industry.
4.3 Workshop: Intersectionality in Social Justice Movements (Gloria Anzaldúa
Room)
Lorelei C.L. Aboytes, NARAL Pro-Choice America and National Organization for Women
In this workshop we will explore topics of structural oppression, institutional power, white supremacy, patriarchy, and capitalism, within an intersectional, anti-oppression framework. Through various
activities we will build cultural competency, lay the groundwork for true solidarity, and work on building
more inclusivity in Social Justice movements.

4.4 Panel: Joteria Spiritualities: Santas, Brujxs, Followers, and other Hallucinating Healers (Cesar Chavez Room)
William A. Calvo-Quirós, University of Michigan
La Santa Muerte: The Virgin of the Torcidos
La Santa Muerte, or Saint of Death, has been approached as a new space for spiritual affirmation and
liberation among her LGBTQ followers. This paper explores the popularization of La Santa Muerte
in the context of the extreme precariousness that characterizes the new millennium and the failure
of traditional religious institutions for Jotos, Jotas, marimachas, tortilleras and maricones/as. As the
paper explains from its modern beginnings, the spiritual movement of the Santa Muerte has openly
embraced many Queer-inclusive elements in her rituals, practices, and theological believes - both in
Mexico and in the United States. So far, scholars of the Santa Muerte have overlooked the predominance of queer subjects, the innate queerness performative of the “Virgin of the Torcidos” and her
spiritual founders. Based on ethnographic visits to shrines, interviews, and other ethnographic participation, this paper contextualizes the emergence of the Santa Muerte as part of a large array of spiritual practices enacted by Queer Latina/os. In doing so, these queer Latinxs have utilized this non-normative saints to survive and thrive within the creation of spaces of self-valorization, defiance, and the
search for Amor Eterno.
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Abel Gomez, Syracuse University
(Re)Claiming Bruja Feminism: Transnational flows of race, gender, and magic
This paper analyzes the movement to (re)claim “bruja” as a consciousness, practice, and identity
among US Afro-Latinxs and Chicanxs. This paper examines two case studies, Princess Nokia’s 2016
video “Brujas” and “Brujos,” a web series about a group of Queer Latino brujos. Drawing on transnational feminist analysis, I argue that this media is exemplary of global flows of ideas (race, gender,
sexuality), peoples, and spirits converging in the US. These flows are connected to communities historically described as “witchcraft,” in Europe, the Americas, and Africa, many of which affirm women
and queer power. It is tied to colonial notions of race, gender, sexuality that have depicted the colonized as archaic and “magical.” As a result of race power movements, these derogatory notions have
been subverted as communities rediscover ancestral traditions. Related to this is the rise in popularity
among Chicanxs and Afro-Latinx of curanderismo, herbalism, shamanism, and Santeria, often affectionately referred to as “brujeria.” Finally, this paper links together the rise of brujeria with the simultaneous rise of Euro-American witchcraft, traditions that hold women and queers in high leadership.
Daniel Enrique Perez, University of Nevada, Reno
Mountains and Mariposas: Cultivating Jotería Spiritualities
This essay explores the way Chicanxs and Latinxs create decolonial spiritual practices that allow
them to navigate challenging terrain, both personally and professionally, in order to survive and thrive.
The author includes an analysis of the way Jotería have historically veered from heteronormative and
patriarchal institutions, especially home and the Catholic Church, in order to explore alternate ways
of engaging in spiritual and erotic practices. Using a multi-genre and multi-disciplinary approach, he
demonstrates how curatorial processes that center on happiness and mindfulness have been used
to cultivate spiritual and erotic practices that are unique and particular to Jotería lives, desires, and
needs. He argues that Jotería have historically had to create their own spiritual practices by borrowing from a variety of sources in order to develop a sense of being that recognizes and celebrates their
unique subjectivities and positionalities. This essay attempts to shed light on the way in which the
confluence of nonheteronormative spiritual and erotic practices have refashioned the way Jotería live
their lives and negotiate social locations and social relations in various contexts.
Pedro DiPietro, Syracuse University
Loquería Spirits / Joteria Hallucinations
Gloria Anzaldúa’s Borderlands / La Frontera posits loqueria or “the crazies” (1987, 41) as a cognitive and affective device that affirms joteria against the backdrop of dichotomizing realities. In worlds
whose order follows a logic of purity and impermeability, of life broken down into bound, either/or,
things, sexes, genders, races, classes, sexualities, religions, loqueria enacts decolonizing labor on
behalf of those who live and go beyond “the confines of the normal” (25). In her latest play The Mathematics of Love, Cherrie Moraga continues her own excavation of the domain of insanity as resistant
affirmation of duplicity and multiplicity. Rendering Xicana motherhood and loving companionship
impure and permeable, laying across superimposed times and spaces. In addition to Moraga and
Anzaldúa, other Chicana and Latina writers (Alarcón 1989, Lara 2006, Pérez 2007, Lugones 1987)
engage hallucinating epistemologies as they underscore a broader erotics of love,self-, and communal knowledge.
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4.4 Panel: continued... Building upon their contributions, this presentation foregrounds “halluci-

nations” and their affective work within joteria studies. Specifically, it examines the dispositions that
joteria performative writing elicits from an imagined audience or community of interpretation. In what
ways does a community of interpretation engage with hallucinating subjects? What kind of ethical and
spiritual commitments does a community of interpretation make to faithfully witness joteria as hallucinating acts? What meaning-making and spiritual strategies does a community of interpretation employ while engaging joteria as hallucinating device?

4.5 Roundtable: Joteria Students in Media and the Arts: Challenges and Opportunities for Social Change (Rainbow Room)
Xamuel Bañales, California State University, Stanislaus, Jesus Alvarado, California State University,
Stanislaus, Aleta Mascorro, California State University, Stanislaus, and Yosimar Reyes, Arts Fellow at
Define American
This roundtable panel discussion will feature Joteria members who will discuss challenges and opportunities they have faced while studying and/or working in media and the arts. The panelist will discuss the politics of race/ethnicity, nationality, class, gender, and sexuality as they relate to a range of
issues they have faced in their respective fields, including being routinely stereotyped, discouraged,
and erased from media or artistic productions. The panelists will discuss their struggles but also opportunities for social change that they are working to enact in their respective spaces. This roundtable
will create a space for participants to discuss and offer solutions to their own challenges that they face
in their respective campuses and communities.

Session 5: 11:15am - 12:30am
5.1 Panel: Mediated Identities (Rigoberta Menchu Room)
Moderator: Sima Shakhsari, University of Minnesota
Julian Bugarín Quezada, Portland State University
This study will focus on coverage of the 2016 Pulse nightclub shooting in both English- and Spanish-language media. The study assesses the extent through which following the shooting, news networks’ coverage of the event often ignored either the victims’ and survivors’ queerness or Latinidad.
Did these actions diminish the intersectional experiences of queer Latinx people? Were stories of the
victims and survivors of the shooting accurately represented or was the gravity of the event sensationalized, capitalizing on the murders of queer people of color? How did this event shape queerness,
gender identity, and Latinidad regarding ethnic, sexual and gender identities? Through the frameworks of Latino critical race theory and queer theory, this study will also seek to challenge the limited
lens that media has used to cover these stories and how collecting these histories can be improved
upon in the future.
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Raúl Feliciano Ortiz, SUNY Oneonta y Eddy Alvarez, Portland State University
Queer and Out of the Ring: Orlando Cruz and Yusaf Mack Negotiating Coming Out Narratives in the
Media
Male boxing is a hypermasculine, violent, heterosexist sport that promotes a sometimes toxic and
hegemonic masculinity, leaving little room for alternative gender performances. Despite this, two boxers of color have found themselves trying to carve out a queer sanctuary for themselves and others
within the sport. Puerto Rican active boxer Orlando “El Fenómeno” Cruz and recently retired African
American boxer Yusaf Mack (AKA Mack Attack) had very public coming out stories, but they differed
drastically in execution. Nonetheless, we believe that despite those differences, and the differences
in cultural background, there is a lot we can learn about how they both confronted and negotiated
their identities in public. In this study, we look at their interviews post-coming out and ask the following
questions: What is the impact of homophobia and toxic masculinity have in the way Orlando Cruz and
Yusaf Mack tell their coming out stories and how they negotiate their sexual identities in the media?
How can their narratives help us understand the role of sports in changing the discourses around
gender and sexuality? What can we learn from the questions asked by interviewers (and the boxers’
responses) about how these two men negotiate their sexual identities in public? In seeking the answer to these questions we draw on the work of Queer feminist theorists of color like Gloria Anzaldúa
and her “path of conocimiento,” and others like E. Patrick Johnson, and Jose Esteban Muñoz, whose
theories help us understand Black and Latinx masculinities.

5.2 Workshop: Rhythm of Freedom: Move to Change with Biodanza (Dolores
Huerta Room)
Teresa Zea
Using a Chilean Expressive Arts / Dance Therapy form, originally created to improve memory among
alzheimer’s patients; we transpose this for us GBLTQA Latin@. Leading vivencias, this silent movement mediation forms encounters, aiming to uplift a collective sensation [or embodiment] of liberation.
Debriefing will follow.

5.3 Panel: Engaging Queer Archives and Queer Memory as Radical Acts of Generational Love (Rainbow Room)
Sergio Barrera, University of Michigan
Abriendo Puertas, Cerrando Heridas: Healing Identity Out of Fragmented Memories of a Stolen Childhood
Is this autobioethnography, Barrera uses the framework of Avery Gordon’s Ghostly Matters to talk
about the social hauntings he underwent being a queer closeted Chicano in the Texas-Mexico borderlands. Barrera embodies what many Chicanas have used in their writings with the “theory in the flesh”
to reflect on an experience that scarred his life and identity growing up that haunted him on a daily
basis and in different spaces, even those he called home. Barrera reinterprets these social hauntings
as “fragmented memories” that he holds as the truths of his experience. Barrera speaks about a recurrence of childhood experiences dealing with sexual molestation, body shaming, bullying, and
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5.3 Panel: continued...the effects of these traumatic experiences. Through the exploration of

trauma he situates himself as a survivor of this trauma, creating a self-case study and understanding
the ways in which this traumatic experience led him to his queer identity and search for safe spaces
among women. In the end, he speaks about the different forms of communities he formed throughout
the years in order to lead him to heal those experiences, even if he found himself in uncomfortable
spaces. Through this vulnerable narrative Barrera hopes to address larger issues tied to masculinity:
shame and silencing one’s feelings at the cost of our own happiness.
William A. Calvo-Quirós, University of Michigan y Kris Klein Hernández, University of Michigan
Queer Memory, Oral History, and Queer Latinx Academics
In light of the recent deaths of prominent queer Latinx scholars/activist such as José Esteban Muñoz
(2013), Horacio Roque-Ramírez (2015), and Francisco Alarcón (2016) as well as the Orlando shooting at Pulse Night Club (2016), it has become imperative to record and collect the testimonies and
methods that define the queer Latinx experience. This project foregrounds the labor of exhuming
queer Latinx histories, methodologies, and epistemic practices of emancipation and valorization in
these communities. This presentation will launch the Mariposa Waves: The National Queer Latinx
Oral History Project. It will describe the project’s genesis, research methodologies, and queer Latinx’s oral traditions deployed in the project, as well as its current development. The project strives to
understand the role played by mentors and their influence in shaping the emergence of Queer Latinx
Studies, especially the impact created by affirmative action policies and the introduction of women
of color to academia, the emergence of independent presses and collective collaborations such as
conferences and anthologies. Today, more than ever, it is essential to understand our past in order to
move forward.
Robert Gutierrez-Perez, University of Nevada, Reno
Battle Born: Remembering the LGBTQ Archive and the Transgender Repertoire in Jotería Communication Studies
Founded in 2016, the Nevada LGBT Archive was created by Jeff Auer and Nicholas-Martin Kearney
and “currently houses over twelve thousand archival items including periodicals, books, film, video
and audio recordings, photographs, artworks, organizational records, and personal papers.” This
research paper utilizes the critical/rhetorical method of historical work to share the narratives and
perspectives of LGBTQ Chicanxs found within this archive. Specifically, this research report focuses
on remembering transgender women of color in Nevada as well as notable Jotería from Nevada to
provide snapshots of life stories and experiences of a marginalized community in the U.S. Southwest. Further, as a methodological innovation, this report utilizes a performance studies and Chicana
feminist approach to critical intercultural communication that understands the historical archive not in
opposition with the embodied repertoire, but instead, this report understands the relationship between
these concepts as fluid, radically interconnected, and within a complex matrix of power relations. In
remembering Jotería, this paper engages the archive and the repertoire to empower and advocate
for LGBTQ Chicanx voices and bodies and maps out a decolonial approach to the critical/rhetorical
method of studying culture through historical work.
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Daniel Enrique Pérez, University of Nevada, Reno
Screening Jotería Identities: Queer Chicanxs and Latinxs in Film and Television
This study examines the portrayal of Jotería identities in film and television to demonstrate how such
portrayals remain in constant flux and are uniquely shaped by myriad factors concerning the politics
of representation. The researcher argues that the portrayal of Jotería in cultural production has a
lengthy history and is replete with complex Jotería narratives and identities that must be taken into
consideration when examining the overarching politics of representation. The researcher traces the
visual representation of Jotería identities from early silent films to the present and engages in a comparative analysis of contemporary films and television series, including Ugly Betty, La Mission and
Quinceañera. He argues that these visual texts create decolonial imaginaries and discourses that
shape a legacy of queer Chicanx and Latinx representation where Jotería subjectivities are reimagined in social locations that transcend the negative stereotypes that have historically shaped their
identities and lived experiences. At the same time, he underscores how problematic the representation of Jotería in popular culture remains by examining the stereotypical portrayals that persist. The
essay addresses two primary concerns: 1) how Jotería identities have been reclaimed and refashioned to articulate alternative ways of seeing Jotería lives and experiences in popular culture; 2) the
politics of the representation of Jotería identities in popular culture, especially vis-à-vis white dominant
culture. The researcher shows how popular performances enacted by Jotería reflect shifting notions
of race, gender, ethnicity, and sexuality as social locations are negotiated and reconfigured.

5.4 Workshop: Queer to Queer Kids Anthology, Claiming Self (Art Room)
Maya Gonzalez, Reflection Press
LGBTQI kids are in serious need of reflection from folks who are just like them and can share their
stories and courageous gorgeousness from living a queer life. This workshop is an opportunity to
reach IN to yourself and reach OUT to our larger community by creating stories for our queer kids
from a queer place. We can pass on what we’ve learned and support a sense of deeper self love and
belonging as we listen to our own selves and heal our own hearts from childhood. Each of us is full of
stories, memories, wisdom, courage, gorgeousness. Our queer kids need to see! They need to know
that they belong and they were never alone. The workshop includes a healing, holistic frame with a
guided project to create a self-portrait and brief writing to be used in a queer kids anthology. Get real
experience and impact kids’ lives now. 2 sessions of this workshop will be offered. They are not
consecutive. Each one stands independently, please only sign up for one so that as many
folks as possible can create. Participants need to bring a photo, preferably from childhood.
An 8.5 X 11 black and white copy of a photo is ideal. No prior experience is necessary. We can do
this!
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5.5 Panel: Love Across Difference and Sameness in the Classroom, in the
Streets and in Cyberspace (Cesar Chavez Room)
Erika G Abad, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Memoria as Sanctuary
The weekend of the mass shooting tragedy that took place at Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Florida,
the Center for Puerto Rican Studies was hosting an LGBT Rican Summit the day before the National
Puerto Rican Parade that would, for the first time in its history, honor LGBT Ricans. This paper will
discuss the healing and emotional justice that emerged through that event in New York City, in the
context of how many Queer Ricans in attendance reacted and mobilized within their regions with the
days after the event. This paper will integrate digital participatory observation and action research to
explore how queer ricans manifested inter-generational love online, and in person. In addition, I will
discuss the Queer Rican oral histories I had begun to collect before and after the tragedy to reflect on
how, at different moments in history Gay and Queer Rican leaders found proximity to joy in sharing
their struggles with one another and to discuss the ways in which remembering shared bittersweet joy
across generations and communities.
Heather Hathaway, University of Illinois at Chicago
Perspectives on LGBTQ Interviews as Course Requirements
The purpose of this paper is to examine the position of a straight Latina educator who teaches gender, sexuality, & education and the importance and challenges faced with including an Interview
Project focused on inclusivity of LGBTQ participants. The author, a survivor of domestic violence,
infuses an interdisciplinary approach throughout the course. Personal narrative highlights the process
and products that resulted from the assignment detailed below. Just as in racial/ethnic courses when
a student must interview someone of a racially marginalized community, this assignment pushes the
student to examine their own orientation and how they determine who they can interview for the assignment by identifying an LGBTQ individual who is willing to participate in the confidential interview.
My students hopefully give voice to their sexuality in educational issues.
Nicole Espinosa, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Lesbihonest, Hell Hath No Fury Like the Clexa Fandom: Deconstructing the Tragic Lesbian Trope
One Post-Apocalyptic Earth at A Time
I was introduced to the CW’s post-apocalyptic series The 100 by my niece. I binge-watched the first
three seasons of the series and became invested in the relationship between the main protagonist
Clarke and her love interest Lexa, known by the fandom as “Clexa.” On episode seven of season
three, Clarke and Lexa finally consummate their love for one another. Lexa is killed by a bullet meant
for Clarke. When the infamous episode aired on March 3rd in 2016, collective glee and immediate
horror was expressed through the hashtags #WeDeserveBetter and #LGBTFansDeserveBetter.
(describe other queer deaths that occurred that year before and after Lexa; i.e. Poussey) How could I
continue to find pleasure in media that continually portrays characters who love and possibly look like
me as undeserving of happiness and humanity? This paper utilizes Gloria Anzaldúa’s Coyolxauhqui
Imperative in examination of lesbian identity formation resulting from the death of Lexa,
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the deconstruction of the tragic lesbian trope through Clexa fan fiction, and the reconstruction of self
through consumption of fan fiction and participation at ClexaCon. Oral histories of Clexa fandom participants will provide further context as to whether the tragic lesbian trope has affected their identity
formation or not, how engagement with other Clexa fans has affected their lives, and how consumption and/or production of fan art provides therapeutic qualities.
Karieann Soto, Syracuse University
Disidentifying with Reggaetón: DiaspoRican Reflections on Questioning Heteronormativity
This presentation will focus on my experiences teaching Jillian Báez’ article in a Latina Feminisms
course at Syracuse University, especially our discussion of heteronormativity in reggaetón. The frame
of reference for a cis-gender, straight Puerto Rican woman who grew up in the nineties—witnessing
reggaetón’s transformations and the sociocultural dynamics they represent—resulted in a performance of identification in the history I was presenting. Despite the generational and cultural diversity
in the classroom, undergraduate students described their more recent experiences of reggaetón,
several of them expressing affinity for the genre. Our discussion of Ivy Queen’s sexualized aesthetics and feminist agency quickly turned to questions of values in cultural consumption: why focus on
her sexualized appearance over the positive social justice efforts she represents? As she elaborates
racial politics of the genre of reggaetón in Puerto Rico, Petra R. Rivera-Rideau also contends Ivy
Queen was a proponent of LGBTQ rights. However, in the pedagogical moment I analyze, the perceived heteronormativity of reggaetón’s imaginary was evident when I informed students about the
different reactions to Daddy Yankee coming out, as a roar of surprise erupted. Using Jose Muñoz’
concept of disidentification, I analyze students’ reactions as both a moment of rejection and recognition. I offer a reflection of the consciousness raising potential of moments of disidentification.

Lunch: 12:45pm - 1:45pm
El Colegio Cafeteria, Comida will be provided
Las Delicias de mi Tierra is a local street vendor from South Minneapolis.
Marta proudly serves a fusion of Chapina and Mexican flavors. Please support
her business! 612-227-4112 lasdeliciasdemitierra@outlook.com
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Plenary ll : 2:00pm - 3:15pm
Panel: Abrazame Muy Fuerte: Storytelling for Liberation
El Colegio Theater
Adelina Anthony
Maya Gonzalez
Yosimar Reyes

Session 6: 3:45pm - 5:00pm
6.1 Panel: Queer Kinship and Family (Cesar Chavez Room)
Carlos Decena, Rutgers University
Loving Stones (Divine Indifference)
“Loving Stones (Divine Indifference)” is part of Decena’s manuscript in progress, Circuits of the Sacred, a project that explores diasporic, intra and inter-Caribbean Afro and Indigenous spiritual practices for how they challenge and transform standing notions of subjectivity, resistance, the building and
sustenance of transnational kinship structures, and social justice. Drawing from Lorde’s notion of the
automythobiography and Anzaldúa’s “auto-historias,” this presentation argues for the utility of disqualified esoteric forms of knowing (superstition, the hunch, and the premonition) as as indexical markers
of the sacred in all of our lives. How might queer and feminist of color critiques be reinvigorated by
better attunement to these ways of knowing? The chapter, which draws on autobiography and autoethnography, moves through various sites of travel, religious and academic tourism, and experience
in Santo Domingo, Havana, New Jersey, San Francisco, and Santa Cruz to map the incipient contours of a queer-affirmative, materialist, and Afro-Latinx radical frame to inform emerging and upcoming struggles for decolonization and social justice.
David Glisch-Sánchez, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
La profana familia: Queer Latinx Parents and the Children Who Harm Them
That queer people, whether Latinx or not, encounter social harm within the family is neither surprising
nor new. Sociological and other social science research has been conducted for some time regarding TLGBQ (mostly LGBQ) youth coming out and the kinds of support and affirmation or non-support
or hostility they receive. In this paper, I present the life stories of two queer Latinx elders—Octavio
Quiñones and Abi Sandoval—who share experiences of how their children subject them to anti-queer
social harm. Their testimonios illustrate the many challenges of being a queer Latinx parent,
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especially from an earlier generation. One of the critical lessons their narratives extol are the myriad pathways social harm practices and ideologies external to the family take to infiltrate, shape, and
structure one of the central relationships in a queer Latinx’s life, the parent-child relationship. Whether
it is inter-generational family-based social harm, economic vulnerability, racial social harm, and/or
anti-queer bias, all have the capability to produce social harm in mundane and unexpected ways in a
relationship many would describe as sacred but can be transformed into something profane.

Juan Sebastian Ferrada, University of California, Santa Barbara
Lo que se ve si se pregunta: Finding Sanctuary in Queer Pláticas con las mamas
This paper examines how queer Latinxs navigate family dynamics when queer sexualities are explicitly, and intentionally, disclosed and discussed. To observe these narratives, I analyze interviews gathered over two years of working with members of a community support group for Latinx families with
LGBT children and kin in southern California. One of the critical lessons their narratives extol are the
myriad pathways social harm practices and ideologies external to the family take to infiltrate, shape,
and structure one of the central relationships in a queer Latinx’s life, the parent-child relationship.
Whether it is inter-generational family-based social harm, economic vulnerability, racial social harm,
and/or anti-queer bias, all have the capability to produce social harm in mundane and unexpected
ways in a relationship many would describe as sacred but can be transformed into something profane. I argue that these queer pláticas function as discursive and embodied sanctuaries to engage in
safe and intentional discussions surrounding queer sexualities. In having queer “pláticas con las mamas,” this local organization demonstrates radical love enacting queer potentials through the re-imagining la familia. Queer pláticas allow for the bridging of queer and chosen familias which complicates
traditional notions of the homophobic Latinx family structure. Playing on Juan Gabriel’s iconic phrase
“lo que se ve no se pregunta,” this paper situates lo que si se pregunta in the sense of talking about
queerness as a form of transformational healing through queer pláticas. Ultimately, the paper seeks to
contribute needed conversations on the practices and dialogues about queerness within Latinx families.

6.2 Workshop: Queer to Queer Kids Anthology, Claiming Self (Art Room)
Maya Gonzalez, Reflection Press
LGBTQI kids are in serious need of reflection from folks who are just like them and can share their
stories and courageous gorgeousness from living a queer life. This workshop is an opportunity to
reach IN to yourself and reach OUT to our larger community by creating stories for our queer kids
from a queer place. We can pass on what we’ve learned and support a sense of deeper self love and
belonging as we listen to our own selves and heal our own hearts from childhood. Each of us is full of
stories, memories, wisdom, courage, gorgeousness. Our queer kids need to see! They need to know
that they belong and they were never alone. The workshop includes a healing, holistic frame with a
guided project to create a self-portrait and brief writing to be used in a queer kids anthology. Get real
experience and impact kids’ lives now. 2 sessions of this workshop will be offered. They are not
consecutive. Each one stands independently, please only sign up for one so that as many
folks as possible can create. Participants need to bring a photo, preferably from childhood.
An 8.5 X 11 black and white copy of a photo is ideal. No prior experience is necessary. We can do
this!
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6.3 Film Screening: Jotería Cinema: Critical Films for Awareness and Liberation
(Rainbow Room)
Dulce Garcia, Xamuel Banales (with Xuanito de la Puente), Xaime Aceves-Equihua (Raquel Ita) and
Francisco Soto (Barbie Q) from Romantica Productions
Many Queer and Trans Xicanax and Latinx are part of an emerging genre that includes critical film
production that centers the subject of Jotería. In this panel, Jotería filmmakers will discuss their process of creating critically acclaimed short and feature films, some which have screened internationally
at independent film festivals, academic conferences, and community organization. The filmmakers
will also screen the following films: With Conviction (2011), La Entrevista II (2012), and Queer Novela (2017). With Conviction is film about fat femmes of color who discuss with fierce conviction their
desires, sexuality and empowerment. Inspired by Manuela Trasobares, La Entrevista II is a short
narrative film that mixes humor and drama to highlight the politics of identity, power, and social justice.
Queer Novela is a short-film on queer latinos.

6.4 Panel: Trans and Queer Latinx Resistance: The Politics of Representation,
Performance and Musica (Dolores Huerta Room )
Ruben Ernesto Zecena, University of Arizona
Shameless Interruptions: Racialized Embodiment and Performance in LGBT Public Spheres
With regards to the shaming of brown bodies in LGBT public spheres, I interrogate shamelessness as
a performative act that challenges respectability politics and deploys a trans and queer of color critique. Building on Diana Taylor’s articulation of performance as “a way of knowing,” this paper addresses performance as a methodological lens to examine Jennicet Gutierrez’s interruption of Barack
Obama at a White House Pride reception in 2015. I argue that in refusing to celebrate the injustices
of a white public sphere, Gutiérrez shamelessly embodies a differential form of belonging that challenges Pride through a pointed critique of detention centers, the Obama administration, and corporate
investments in the criminalization of trans migrants. Such concerns guide my analysis of racialized
embodiment and performance to ask: how does shamelessness differ from pride, and what does it
enable trans and queer migrants to do?
Alejandra I. Ramirez, University of Arizona
Lo Erotico en Lo Ranchero: A Disidentification with Ranchero Masculinities and an Idenitification with
the politics of Voice.
This project, an autohistoria-teoria, interrogates the relationship women have within the genre of ranchero music. Here, I also think about the genre’s relationship with the women who sing it because, as
Rusty Barceló writes “women who sing have power!” (2013). In so doing, I argue that women’s voices
who disidentify from normative femininity, that is, that their voices are deeper, raspy, etc are threatening and disruptive because of the proximity to men and masculinity within the genre. In this way, I
do not turn away from ranchero musicians, but instead identify with the genre in a way that enables a
critique and engagement with drag performance. This project comes about because of my childhood
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performances of being like Alejandro and Vicente Fernandez. I realized I didn’t just want to sing to
their rancheras, I wanted to dress like them and look like them. Dressing like a boy is nothing new in
the genre but Drag Kings are not as popular as Drag Queens, perhaps because of the queer and gay
communities which tend still to be preoccupied with a male experience and its relationship to femininity. However, Chavela Vargas and took up the style and lyrics to make space within a highly masculinzed music culture and genre.
Jose Manuel Santillana, University of Minnesota
Selena and Jenni: Queer Feminist Chicana Formations
For many Latinxs across the United States/Mexico border, Mexicana and Chicana signers have been
fundamental in establishing what we now know to be corridos, banda, norteñas, rancheras, cumbias
and tex-mex. More specifically, here in the United States, Selena Quintanilla and Jenni Rivera have
been dominating the airwaves to the homes of thousands across the Americas, highly influencing and
shaping Latinx cultural production for decades. However, mainstream representations of both artists
have also reproduced patriarchal narratives of these icons casting Selena as Virgin like subject and
Jenni as a puta. This paper explores the significance of this reinforcing dichotomy as it has played out
within Latinx culture as well as the queer Latinx community. Lastly, it will further discuss both of these
artists in their formation as Queer Feminist Chicana icons.

Sunday, October 8th
11:00am - 1:00pm
				

Membership Meeting
(Scott Hall 4, 72 Pleasant St SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455)

1:00pm - 2:00 pm

Board Meeting

3:00pm - 5:00pm

AJAAS Outdoor Outing
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Anita Tijerina Revilla, co-chair
Associate Professor and Director of Gender and
Sexuality Studies at University of Nevada Las Vegas

Ernesto Javier Martínez, co-chair
Associate Proffessor
University of Oregon

Yovani Flores, co-chair elect
Co-founder of Phoenix-based Mujeres del Sol
Phoenix, Arizona.

Eddy Francisco Alvarez Jr., co-chair elect
Assistant Professor in the Africana and Latino Studies
Department at SUNY Oneonta.

José Manuel Santillana, Secretary
Feminist Studies PhD Student
University of Minnesota.
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Ashley Smith, Treasurer
Graduate Student
University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

Joanna Núñez, Membership Coordinator
Doctoral Candidate, Feminist Studies
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.

William A. Calvo-Quirós, Queerstorian
Assistant Professor
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

José Ramon Madrid, Outreach/Communication
Community Organizer and Legal Assistant
Phoenix, Arizona

Yosimar Reyes, Art Liason
Poet, Performer, Playwright, Public Intellectual.
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Blanca Stacey Villalobos, Art Liason
Artist, the PochasRadicales
Portland, Oregon.

Vikter Medina, Activism Liason
Program Coordinator at OneNTen
Phoenix, AZ.

Gibrán Güido, Scholarship Liason
Graduate student
University of California, San Diego.

Frankie Flores, Conference Liason
Education Coordinator, LGBTQ Resource Center
University of New Mexico

¡Que bonita es la jotería!
¡Gracias por su servicio a AJAAS!
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Site Committee

Irina Barrera is currently working at Youthprise as the Research Director. Her
work mainly consists of dismantling oppressive research methods and creating
pathways for young people to become social justice researchers. Irina earned an
MSW from the University of Minnesota and is a visual artist dedicated to producing affordable and accessible art in collaboration with her community. Irina is a
queer Chicana feminist that is in love with creating art, making medicine, community organizing, teaching, and learning from all generations.

Jessica Lopez Lyman, Ph.D. is an interdisciplinary performance artist and Xicana
feminist scholar interested in how People of Color create alternative spaces to
heal and imagine new worlds. She researches about Midwestern Chicanx/Latinx
experiences. Currently she is a Pillsbury House Theatre’s 2017 Naked Stages Fellow creating a multi-media performance piece entitled “141 Mednik Avenue.” She
is a Postdoctoral Associate at the University of Minnesota in the Department of
Chicano and Latino Studies where she will join the faculty as an Assistant Professor in 2019.
Joanna Núñez is a queer Chicana artivist, teacher, transformative justice organizer, and
first generation graduate student. She is a doctoral candidate in the Gender, Women and
Sexuality Studies Department at the University of Minnesota. Her research interests are
in Chicana feminist epistemologies and pedagogies, organic and indigenous knowledge,
and oral histories and testimonies. Her dissertation is tentatively titled “¡Mi Mamá me
Enseño!: Teaching and Learning Feminism in the Home.” She is a longtime student organizer at the UMN, organizing multiple struggles on campus to challange the administration on issues of diversity and inclusion for marginalized students.
José Manuel Santillana is a Feminist Studies PhD student at the University of Minnesota.
His research focuses on student activism and social justice-based movements, specifically in the areas of immigration, class and Chicana/o Latina/o queer experiences. His
expertise is in the areas of Jotería Studies, Critical Race/Ethnic studies and Women of
Color Feminism. He received his B.A. from the University of California, Los Angeles in
Chicana/o Studies and his M.A. in Chicana/o Studies from California State University,
Northridge. His master’s thesis was titled “La Jotería de UCLA: Queer Latina/o Chicana/o Student Activism.” He also co-authored an article entitled “Jotería Identity and
Consciousness: The Formation of a Collective” in Aztlán: A journal for Chicano Studies.

Adrian Castrejón is visiting faculty in the Department of Chicano and Latino
Studies at the University of Minnesota. In May 2017, he earned a PhD in Public
Policy with a focus on Race and Gender from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. His work primarily focuses on Chicano masculinity, feminism, and muxerista pedagogies. Adrian is a Chicano feminista y muxerista and a community
advocate. He is also a new parent to Tonalli and to two doggies named Benita y
Catuey.
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